We consider a singularly perturbed semilinear boundary value problem of a general form that allows various types of turning points. A solution decomposition is derived that separates the potential exponential boundary layer terms. The problem is discretized using higher order finite elements on suitable constructed layer-adapted meshes. Finally, error estimates uniform with respect to the singular perturbation parameter ε are proven in the energy norm.
Introduction
Let us consider a singularly perturbed semilinear boundary value problem of the type A pointx ∈ I is called turning point of the problem if b(x) = 0 and for every neighborhood U ofx there is a point x ∈ U ∩ I such that b(x) = 0. Note that the assumptions in (1.2) on b, c, and f are very weak and especially allow an arbitrary number, location, and multiplicity of turning points. But, since these functions are independent of ε, the turning points are also independent of ε. So, we exclude the situation that an inner turning point moves to the boundary when ε goes to zero. As result of the general setting of problem (1.1) with (1.2), we have to be aware of many (possibly different) layers. One way to treat these layers and to enable uniform estimates is the use of suitable layer-adapted meshes. This approach was used by Liseikin in [4, Theorem 7.4 .2] to prove the uniform first order convergence of a simple upwind scheme for the considered semilinear problem.
In this paper higher order finite elements shall be analyzed instead. For some special cases of problem (1.1) it is already known that optimal order uniform error estimates can be proven on layer-adapted meshes in an ε-weighted energy norm, see [8] for linear problems without turning points or [1, 2] for linear problems with a single simple attractive interior turning point. But, is it possible to prove such estimates in our general setting also? And how could suitable layer-adapted meshes look like?
We shall answer both questions in the following sections. But first more information about the behavior of the solution, especially about the appearance and types of layers, is needed. Therefore, a priori estimates and a solution decomposition are given in Section 2 together with some comments on the linear version of the considered problem. It shows that exponential boundary layers, interior cusp-type layers, and certain power-type boundary layers could occur. S-type meshes [6] and the piecewise equidistant meshes proposed by Sun and Stynes [9] , respectively, have proved their worth in handling the first two classes of layers. Furthermore, it will turn out that the latter grids can be adopted to the power-type boundary layers by simply adjusting a parameter. So at the end of Section 4 we are able to give a convenient mesh construction strategy for the general problem.
The discretization of the problem is presented in Section 3 along with some first notes on the estimation of the error. Then Section 5 is devoted to the completing proof of a uniform error estimate for higher order finite elements. Several (new) difficulties have to be managed, for example:
• The semilinearity of the problem.
• The different techniques for the different layers have to be combined.
• In general the mesh outside the exponential boundary layer region is not quasi uniform and so inverse inequalities, typically used in the analysis of S-type meshes, have to be handled with additional care.
• Exponential boundary layers of width O( √ ε log 1/ √ ε), known from reaction-diffusion problems, may also occur when b ≡ 0. Thus, the convection term has to be estimated for such layers also.
• The reasoning in the case of a cusp-type layer has to be transferred to the case of a power-type boundary layer.
Finally, we will have a look at some examples of linear problems with different layers in Section 6. Notation: Throughout the paper let C denote a positive generic constant independent of ε and the number of mesh intervals N . For S ⊂ R we use the common Sobolev spaces W k,∞ (S), H k (S), H 1 0 (S), and L p (S). The spaces of continuously and Lipschitz-continuously differentiable functions will be written as C k (S) and C k,1 (S), respectively, and used for S ⊂ R 2 also. Furthermore, we shall denote the L 2 -norm by · 0,S , the H 1 -semi norm by |·| 1,S , the (essential) supremum by · ∞,S , and the L p -norm by · L p (S) . If S is the whole interval, it will be omitted to shorten the notation.
A priori estimates and solution decomposition
A priori estimates for the solution of problem (1.1) with (1.2) can be found, e.g., in [4, pp. 73, 74, 95, 96] . We denote by M 0 := {x 1 ,x 2 , . . .} the set of all points in (a, a) with b(x j ) = 0 and b ′ (x j ) < 0, j = 1, 2, . . ., i.e., all interior turning points, where b changes its sign from +1 to −1. Note that M 0 is always finite, see [4, p. 73 ].
Theorem 2.1 (A priori estimates, cf. [4])
Let q ∈ N and suppose that b ∈ C q (I) and f, f u ∈ C q (I × R). Then we have for k = 0, . . . , q and
1a)
1b)
Using the standard inequality 1 + x ≤ e x we observe that for β > 0 andx,ε > 0
Thus away from the location of boundary and interior layers the solution u and its derivatives can be bounded by a constant. Typically we will use (2.2) withε ∈ {ε, √ ε}. We want derive a decomposition of the solution u = S + E that separates the potential exponential boundary layer terms E. Unlike for non turning point problems S is not simply the "smooth" part but may consists of power layer terms also.
Let B exp ⊆ {a, a} denote the parts of the boundary where usually an exponential layer occurs. That is
In an analogous manner let B pow ⊆ {a, a}, defined by
denote the parts of the boundary where usually a power-type layer occurs. Forx ∈ {a, a} we define the minimal distance δx to other (possible) locations of layers by
Moreover, forx ∈ {a, a} we defineδ * x ≥ 0 (typical width of a possible exponential layer atx) bȳ
Now, we can prove the following solution decomposition.
Theorem 2.2 (Solution decomposition)
Let q ∈ N and suppose that b ∈ C q (I) and f, f u ∈ C q (I × R). Then u has the representation u = S + E with E = E a + E a , where for all k = 0, . . . , q and x ∈ I
3)
Here φ S x and φ Ē x are given by
Proof: Set δ and
0, otherwise, respectively, to get the two terms E a and E a . Thus the statement is proven.
Remark 2.3 (Comments on the linear version of the problem)
Consider the linear version of problem (1.1) where f (x, u(x)) is replaced by c(x)u(x) − f (x), i.e.,
with 0 < ε ≪ 1, problem data b, c, f sufficiently smooth, and suppose that for all x ∈ I :
for all x ∈ I :
Then we may assume without loss of generality (for ε sufficiently small) that (1.2) holds, i.e.,
This can always be achieved by a suitable problem transformation, see Appendix A for a proof of this statement. Such transformations are widely known in the case that b(x) = 0 and was also studied in [9] in the case of a single interior turning point. But to the authors knowledge this statement is new in this general setting. Moreover, we want to note that for the linear problem a solution decomposition similar to that of Theorem 2.2 can also be derived using boundary layer corrections. The interested reader is referred to Appendix B for more details. ♣
FEM discretization
In order to fix the notation we want to present the discretization of the problem by higher order finite elements now. We will consider homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions ν − = ν + = 0 only. Note that these can be easily ensured by modifying the nonlinear term f (x, u). Indeed, set
Obviously, the assumption (1.2) also holds forf .
For v, w ∈ V := H 1 0 ((a, a)) we set
Then we obtain the following weak formulation of (1.1) with ν − = ν + = 0:
By a = x 0 < . . . < x i < . . . < x N = a an arbitrary mesh is given on the interval [a, a]. Let h i := x i − x i−1 denote the mesh interval lengths. We define the trial and test space V N by
) comprises all polynomials up to order k over (x a , x b ). The discrete problem arises from replacing V in (3.1) by the finite dimensional subspace V N :
Let v I denote the standard Lagrangian interpolant into V N of v ∈ V . As interpolation points we choose the mesh points and k − 1 (arbitrary) inner points per interval. For example uniform or Gauß-Lobatto points could be used.
Assuming v ∈ W k+1,∞ ((x i−1 , x i )), the standard interpolation theory leads to the error estimates: For all j = 0, . . . , k + 1
and
The constant C depends on the location of the inner interpolation points. Furthermore, for all
holds for p ∈ [1, ∞]. Now we have a closer look on the nonlinear term. The following identity will be exploited several times later on. For a function g = g(x, v) with g, g v ∈ C(I × R) we have
Therefore, for the analysis of the problem an appropriated weighted energy norm |||·||| ε is given by
Note that (3.7) implies the uniqueness of the weak and the discrete solution. In the case of a linear problem B ε (·, ·) is a bilinear form which is uniformly coercive over a) ) with respect to |||·||| ε due to (3.7).
As usual, to estimate the discretization error a splitting is used, that is
Combining (3.7) and the problem formulations (3.1) and (3.2), we conclude
where
Unlike for linear problems [1, 8] the right hand side of (3.9) contains nonlinear terms in u and u I . So the nonlinearity needs additional consideration. Fortunately, from inverse monotonicity properties, see [4, p. 74], we have for the solution u of problem (1.1) that
Hence, with (3.4) we get
whereC > 0 is independent of ε and depends on the problem data and the location of the inner interpolation points only. Furthermore, for f u ∈ C(I × R) we can definẽ
Therefore, using (3.6) with g(x, v) = f (x, v) yields
which simply reduces the difference of the nonlinear terms to a basic interpolation error. Thus, the nonlinearity raises no further difficulties in the error estimation. Under the above assumptions the existence of unique solutions for (3.1) and (3.2) is clear. For details we refer to [3, Section 3.5].
Layer-adapted meshes
In this section we want to describe how a layer-adapted mesh for problem (1.1) with (1.2) could be constructed, see Section 4.3. Before some layer-adapted meshes are presented each of which can be used to capture a single layer-type. In order to describe these meshes we shall always consider the interval [0, 1] and assume that the layer is located at zero.
S-type meshes for exponential layers
S-type meshes are very popular in the cases of exponential layers. They are characterized by a very fine mesh in the layer region and a coarse mesh away from the layer. Dependent on the detailed structure of the exponential layer term φ E the transition point τ from the fine to the coarse part is defined by
with ρ > 0. This definition yields φ E (τ ) ≤ CN −ρ . Now, we set x N/2 = τ and define the mesh on the interval [0, x N/2 ] by a mesh generating function ϕ, where we suppose that ϕ is continuous, monotonically increasing, piecewise continuously differentiable, and furthermore satisfies ϕ(0) = 0 and ϕ(
coarse mesh is generated. Often an equidistant partition (with h i ≤ CN −1 ) is chosen. In this case we have
Moreover, the mesh characterizing function ψ is defined by
The further analysis is based on the assumption (typical for FEMs on S-type meshes)
Therefore, by the construction of the mesh we get for
We now prove some estimates for the interpolation error.
Lemma 4.1
Under the assumption (4.2) and for ρ ≥ k + 1 we have
Here φ I E ∈ V N denotes a standard Lagrangian interpolant of φ E (k + 1 points per mesh interval).
Proof: The proof follows [8, Section 2] but is generalized with respect to the different width of the exponential layer. We first study the interval [0, τ ], so let 1 ≤ i ≤ N/2. Applying some standard interpolation error estimates we obtain
.
Together with
and the general bound h i ≤ Cε (from (4.3)) this yields for ρ ≥ k + 1
The first bound in the L 2 -norm follows from the maximum norm estimate since
In the integral-based norms (with j = 0, 1) we can also proceed as follows
By (4.3) we have sinh βhĩ ε ≤ sinh Cβ ≤ C and thus
The estimate in the interval [τ, 1] is based on the smallness of the exponential boundary layer term. Using some stability properties of the interpolant, we conclude from (4.1)
Immediately, this implies
Using the stability/error estimate for the interpolator we also get
which completes the proof.
Remark 4.2
The estimates of Lemma 4.1 on the coarse part [τ, 1] are independent of the exact structure of the mesh in this interval. The proof only uses the smallness of φ E , i.e.,
Under the assumption (4.2) and for ρ ≥ k + 1, ℓ ≥ 1 we have
Combining standard interpolation estimates, the bounds for φ E , and (4.4) we obtain
From the well known inequality 1 + x ≤ e x we conclude
Hence, we have for ρ ≥ k + 1
where x i − x i−1 = h i ≤ Cε was used in the last inequality.
Piecewise equidistant mesh for power-type layers
The piecewise equidistant mesh presented in this section was first introduced by Sun and Stynes [9, Section 5.1] to treat an interior cusp-type layer. We will see that it can be easily adapted such that uniform estimates are possible for all kinds of power-type layers appearing in (2.5) as well. This fact is based on the observation that all of these layer terms can be bounded as
with λ ≥ 0. We shall assume in the following that λ ∈ [0, k + 1). This is the most difficult case since otherwise all crucial derivatives of φ S could be bounded by a constant independent of ε which would allow uniform estimates for the layer terms using standard methods on uniform meshes.
The mesh parameters are determined as in [1, Section 3] . For ε ∈ (0, 1] and given positive integer N we set
where ⌊z⌋ denotes the largest integer less or equal to z.
The piecewise equidistant mesh is constructed in two steps: First, we divide the interval (0, 1] into the K + 1 subintervals (0, 10
Afterwards each of these subintervals is partitioned uniformly into ⌊N/(K + 1)⌋ parts, where for simplicity we assume that ⌊N/(K + 1)⌋ = N/(K + 1). Thus, by construction we have
The properties of the logarithm together with (4.6) and (4.7) yield
This ensures for sufficiently large N (dependent on k) that the number of subintervals K + 1 is less than the number of mesh intervals N since
Moreover, from (4.7) we easily see that
Note that by a simple modification of the construction one can guarantee that the mesh consists of exactly N mesh intervals, see [9, Section 6] . Let Φ N,λ denote the associated mesh generating function which is continuous and piecewise linear. The next lemma is taken from [1] . Note that the arguments used therein also works for the (formal) choice λ = 0. 
In general, the mesh interval length can be bounded by
Furthermore, in the case of σ = N −(2k+1) , we have
Using the techniques of [1, Lemma 3.2] (also here the reasoning can be adopted for the (formal) choice λ = 0), we obtain the following interpolation error estimates on the layer-adapted piecewise equidistant mesh. 
By the construction of the mesh we have
Indeed, for x i ∈ (0, 10 −K ] it holds
and for x i ∈ (10 −l , 10 −l+1 ] with l = 1, . . . , K
Layer-adapted mesh for general turning point problem
First of all we recall some relevant observations of the previous sections:
• For power-type layers of the form (4.5) an adaption of the mesh is only needed when λ < k+1. Such a situation is present in the vicinity ofx ∈ M k ∪ B pow where
• By (2.2) and due to the structure of power layers the solution u of problem (1.1) can be bounded by a constant away from the location of boundary and interior layers. Thus a layer-adaption of the mesh is only needed in the vicinity ofx ∈ M k ∪ B pow ∪ B exp , i.e., in a δ-neighborhood with δ > 0 independent of ε.
Now, forx ∈ B exp define a transition parameter τx as given in (4.1) with ρ ≥ k + 1. In the case thatx ∈ {a, a} \ B exp we set τx = 0. We will assume in the following that
which is the interesting case in practice, see also Remark 4.7. In order to define a suitable mesh the following strategy could be pursued:
• Exponential boundary layer region: If a ∈ B exp define a fine mesh via a mesh generating function ϕ as used for S-type meshes, see Section 4.1, inside the interval [a, a + τ a ].
Analogously, a fine mesh is define on [a − τ a , a] if a ∈ B exp .
• Power-type layer region: In the vicinity of B pow ∪ M k build the mesh as given in Section 4.2 with properly chosen parameter λ, i.e., λ = 0 forx ∈ B pow and λ = µc(x)/|b ′ (x)|, µ ∈ (0, 1), forx ∈ M k . Note that by construction we have h 
• Rest of the interval: In the rest of the interval the mesh should by chosen such that the mesh interval lengths satisfy h i ≤ CN −1 and h
The readers who would rather learn the mesh construction from specific examples are referred to Section 6. There we give specific layer-adapted meshes for problems with different layers. Anyway these should clarify most of the arising questions regarding the construction strategy.
Remark 4.7
If 2τx > δx ,k for anyx ∈ B exp , we at worst gain that ε −1/2 ≤ C ln N which enables the use of an equidistant mesh. Indeed, even in the worst case a standard argumentation then yields the uniform error estimate
on a mesh with h i ≤ CN −1 . In practice, where typically 0 < ε ≪ 1, such a situation is uncommon since it would imply that N is exponentially large compared to ε −1/2 . ♣
Error estimation
We want to present a uniform error estimation for problem (1.1) with (1.2) on a layer-adapted mesh as suggested in Section 4.3 now. For this recall that by Theorem 2.2 the solution of the problem can be split in an exponential boundary layer part and a part that is smooth or at the most includes power-type layers. Both solution parts will be estimated separately.
Theorem 5.1 Let u and u N ∈ V N be the solutions of (3.1) and (3.2), respectively. Let k ≥ 1 denote the ansatz order of the discrete space V N defined on a mesh as suggested in Section 4.3, in particular with ρ ≥ k + 1. Then, assuming (4.18), we have (in the worst case) .7) with λ = 0.
Proof: The error estimation is based on the splitting (3.8), i.e., u − u
In order to shorten the formulas we introduce the notation I a := (a, a + τ a ) and I a := (a − τ a , a). From (3.9), the solution decomposition, and integration by parts we gain
where µ a , µ a ∈ [0, 1]. Using (3.10) and applying Cauchy-Schwarz' inequality we obtain
The interpolation errors in (i) can be estimated by standard estimates if B pow ∪ M k = ∅. Otherwise the mesh is properly adapted to the power-type layers in the vicinity ofx ∈ B pow ∪ M k and, thus, Lemma 4.5 can be used there. Also note that the presence of a power-type layer atx correlates to |b(x)| ≤ C|x −x| and, furthermore, that S and its derivatives can be bounded by a constant independent of ε in [a,
In order to bound (ii) we simply have to apply Lemma 4.1. Here recall that the exact mesh structure in [a + τ a , a − τ a ] is not important, see also Remark 4.2. The term (iii) can be treated by standard interpolation theory since (2.2) implies that E a and E a and their derivatives can be ε-uniformly bounded in [a, a − τ a ] and [a, a + τ a ], respectively.
The mesh construction guarantees that h
Therefore, combining Hölder's inequality, an inverse inequality (3.5), and Lemma 4.1 we obtain
It remains to study (v). There are two cases.
(I) If there is an exponential boundary layer of width O(ε log 1/ε) located atx (first case in (2.6)), then Cauchy-Schwarz' inequality and Lemma 4.1 yield
where we assumed that
(II) Otherwise there is an exponential boundary layer of width O( √ ε log 1/ √ ε) located atx (second case in (2.6)). But then we have b(x) = b ′ (x) = 0 and, thus, |b(x)| ≤ C|x −x| 2 . By Hölder's inequality and Lemma 4.3 we obtain
Note that an argumentation as in (I) would not work here since from the length of the interval, i.e., from (meas(Ix))
, we would get a factor ε 1/4 only.
Combining all the above estimates we easily complete the proof.
Remark 5.2
Note that from (4.10) we have K 0 + 1 ≤ C ln N . Moreover, if we choose a Shishkin mesh in the exponential boundary layer region we have max ϕ ′ + max |ψ ′ | ≤ C ln N . So, in the setting of Theorem 5.1 we can always guarantee that
Some examples of linear problems with different layers
In this section we want to study some linear problems whose solutions exhibit different types of layers. The problems of type (2.9) are stated in such a way that (2.10) is satisfied. We will assume (without loss of generality for sufficiently small ε, see Lemma A.3) that
Note that this assumption will not be stated explicitly in the problem descriptions. For each problem we give a layer-adapted mesh constructed as suggested in Section 4.3 and state an error estimate. The error bounds are slightly more precise than the one of Theorem 5.1 since we know more about the structure of the problems. But anyway a similar proof could be used.
Problem with a repulsive boundary turning point
Consider the singularly perturbed boundary value problem (2.9) on I := [0, 1] with
Obviously, the problem has a repulsive boundary turning point at x = 0. From Section 2 we know that the solution u of (2.9) with (6.1), (6.2) can be bounded as
with 0 ≤ λ < c(0)/|b ′ (0)| = c(0)/a(0). Moreover, it can be decomposed such that u = S + E where for q ∈ N and l = 0, . . . , q we have
and with β = b(1) = a(1) > 0
We next present a possible layer-adapted mesh. In order to treat both the exponential boundary layer at x = 1 and the power-type boundary layer at x = 0, the two mesh types presented in Section 4 are combined. A transition parameter τ is defined by
where ρ > 0. We will assume that τ ≤ 1/2, that is (4.18) holds true. Let ϕ denote a mesh generating function as used in Section 4.1 and ψ its associated mesh characterizing function. Furthermore, let Φ N/2,0 be the mesh generating function as introduced in Section 4.2. Then the mesh points are defined by
Note that the mesh is somewhat similar to an S-type mesh. Of course in [1 − τ, 1] we have the fine part. However, the "coarse" part in [0, 1 − τ ] is not simply (quasi) uniform but also adapted to the power-type layer.
Corollary 6.1
Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1, in particular ρ ≥ k + 1, we have on the mesh (6.3)
Problem with an attractive and a multiple boundary turning point
The problem has an attractive boundary turning point at x = 0 and an multiple boundary turning point at x = 1. From Section 2 we know that the solution u of (2.9) with (6.1), (6.4) can be bounded as
. Moreover, it can be decomposed such that u = S + E where for q ∈ N and l = 0, . . . , q we have
and with β = c(1) > 0
A layer-adapted mesh can be constructed as follows. Define a transition parameter τ by
where ρ > 0. Also here we shall suppose that τ ≤ 1/2 in order to fulfill (4.18). Similar to the mesh of the last subsection the mesh points now are defined by
Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1, in particular ρ ≥ k + 1, we have on the mesh (6.5)
Problem with interior and boundary turning points
Consider the singularly perturbed boundary value problem (2.9) on I := [−1, 1] with
The problem has a repulsive boundary turning point at x = −1, and some interior turning points at x = 0, 30 . An interior layer only occurs at x = 0. At x = −1 there is a power-type boundary layer and at x = 1 there is actually no (boundary) layer.
From Section 2 we know that the solution u of (2.9) with (6.6) can be bounded as
A suitable mesh could be defined in the following way
where we supposed that the "difficult" case λ 1 ∈ [0, k + 1) is present.
Corollary 6.3
Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1, we have on the mesh (6.7)
Problem with two exponential boundary layers of different width
The problem has an exponential boundary layer of width O( √ ε log 1/ √ ε) at the multiple boundary turning point at x = 0 and an exponential boundary layer of width O(ε log 1/ε) at the outflow boundary x = 1.
From Section 2 we know that the solution u of (2.9) with (6.1), (6.8) can be bounded as
Moreover, it can be decomposed such that u = S + E 0 + E 1 where for q ∈ N and l = 0, . . . , q we have
We use a layer-adapted S-type mesh. The transition parameters are defined by
We shall assume that max{τ 0 , τ 1 } ≤ 1 4 in the following which guarantees (4.18). A suitable mesh is given by the mesh points
(6.9)
Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1, in particular ρ ≥ k + 1, we have on the mesh (6.9)
A Problem transformation
In this section transformations of the problem
with ε ∈ (0, ε 0 ], ε 0 > 0 sufficiently small, problem data b, c, f sufficiently smooth, and for all x ∈ I :
shall be studied. These transformations are used to guarantee certain properties of the problem data.
We define the compact set of all zeros of b by M := {x ∈ I : b(x) = 0} = I ∩b −1 ({0}). Applying the extreme value theorem we conclude that
Moreover, there is a δ 0 > 0 such that
Note that M is the union of a finite number of closed disjoint subintervals of I only.
There is a function p such that
Here sgn(x) denotes the sign of x.
Proof: Define a continuous, piecewise linear functionp such that
where 1 A denotes the indicator function of A ⊆ R. Then extent this function continuously to
The wanted function p can be easily constructed with the help of a convolution ofp with a suitable mollifier and if necessary by adding a suitable constant.
Lemma A.2 Consider problem (2.9) with (2.10a) and c(x) ≥ 0. Then we may assume without loss of generality that there is a constant γ > 0 such that c(x) ≥ γ > 0 for all x ∈ I.
Proof: Using the auxiliary function p with δ = δ 0 , we define a new operator
Noting that
it is easy to verify that
We distinguish three cases:
Since min{|b(x)| : x ∈ I \B(M, δ 0 /3)} =: b 0 > 0, we can ensure that sgn(b(x)) = sgn(b κ (x)) = 0 by choosing κ > 0 sufficiently small (0 < κ ≤ b 0 /(4ε)). Furthermore, by Lemma A.1 we havec
. Exploiting the properties of p (cf. Lemma A.1) we obtain for 0
Summarizing, for 0 < κ ≤ min{1, b 0 /(4ε), c 0 /(4ε)(1 + max |p ′′ |) −1 } the statement is proven with γ = min{c 0 /4, κb 0 /2} > 0.
Lemma A.3 Consider problem (2.9) with (2.10). Then for sufficiently small ε 0 > 0 we may assume without loss of generality that there are constants γ,γ > 0 such that c(x) ≥ γ > 0 and c − Proof: Let δ 0 be chosen such that both inequalities in (A.2) hold. As in the proof of Lemma A.2 we use p with δ = δ 0 to define the modified operator
We already had seen thatL
Now, we address the lower bound for (c−
We can assume thatγ 0 ≤ 0. Additionally, set γ 0 := min x∈I c(x). We may also allow γ 0 ≤ 0 in the following.
Three different cases have to be considered:
By Lemma A.1, (A.1), and (A.2) we haveb
Since min{|b(x)| : x ∈ I \ B(M, δ 0 /3)} =: b 0 > 0 we obtain with Lemma A.1 that
As in (ii) we can ensure that sgn(b(x)) = sgn(b κ (x)) = 0 as well as |b κ (x)| ≥ b 0 /2 > 0 for ε sufficiently small (0 < ε ≤ b 0 /(4κ)). By the properties of p (cf. Lemma A.1) we furthermore obtain for 0 < ε ≤ 1/(κ 2 ).
Summarizing, choosing κ ≥ (max{0, 1 − γ 0 , 1 −γ 0 } + max{c 0 ,c 0 }/4)/b 0 > 0 the statement is proven with γ = c 0 /4 andγ =c 0 /4 for all 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 with ε 0 sufficiently small. More detailed, it would be sufficient if
B Alternative solution decomposition
In this section we want to present an alternative way to derive a decomposition of the solution of (2.9) with (1.2). We first state the final result.
Theorem B.1 (Solution decomposition)
Let q ∈ N and suppose that b ∈ C 2q,1 (I), c ∈ C 2q−1,1 (I), and f ∈ C q (I). Then the solution u of (2.9) with (1.2) has the representation
where for all k = 0, . . . , q and x ∈ I
2)
The function φ S x is given as in (2.5) by
with fixed µ ∈ (0, 1) which slightly differs from (2.6). Furthermore, the residual part R satisfies
The theorem can be proven by combining the arguments that will be provided below. Note that the residual term ε q R also could be hidden in S.
B.1 The smooth and power-type layer part
The part S in the decomposition of Theorem B.1 can be defined as solution of a similar problem on a possibly larger interval. Forx ∈ {a, a} we define δ
If necessary we extend the functions b, c, and f to the interval
Additionally, b, c should satisfy
• all zeros of b in I # \ I are multiple zeros,
Adapting the a priori estimates (2.1), we see that the solution
has no exponential boundary layers but possibly interior and power-type boundary layers in I.
Hence, for k = 0, . . . , q it holds 
B.2 General study of exponential boundary layer corrections
We will study exponential boundary layer corrections in a general setting now. So letx ∈ {a, a}. In order to cover the different cases we often use "±" and "∓". Note that then the upper case is always associated withx = a and the lower case withx = a. Furthermore, generally suppose x ∈ [a, a].
B.2.1 Layer of width O(ε log 1/ε)
First consider the transformation ξ = ∓x −x ε . It follows
This transformation is needed when an exponential layer occurs at the outflow boundary (on the left (upper case) or on the right (lower case)) and so we assume that sgn(b(x)) = ∓1. Set v(x) =ṽ(ξ(x)) and let L denote the operator L with respect to ξ. We have
Therefore, it holds
We (formally) expandṽ (the solution of Lṽ = 0), into powers of ε, e.g., set
Additionally, Taylor series expansions (formally) yield
Sorting the summands of Lṽ with respect to ε we obtain
Hence, this results in the following conditions forṽ i for i = 0, 1, 2, . . .
In order to guarantee that the correction is local only, we additionally demand that
and in order to enable the "correct" boundary conditions
From these conditions we easily get that
The method of undetermined coefficients (judicious guessing) inductively implies that β i−1 andṽ i are of the form p(ξ)e ±b(x)ξ for all i = 0, 1, 2 . . . where p is a suitable polynomial in ξ. Moreover, following [5, p. 94] we even can derive an exact representation ofṽ i by applying variation of constants. So for i = 1, 2, . . . we get
Note that the integral from (t, ∞) always exists since one can recursively show that β i−1 is exponentially decreasing. Using the well known inequality 1 + ξ ≤ e ξ and exploiting the known structure ofṽ i we easily get the estimates
with µ ∈ [0, 1), where C especially depends on µ and b(x). An inverse transformation yields
. We assume that b ∈ C q,1 and c ∈ C q−1,1 . Then for q ≥ 1 we have
For q ≥ 2 we have
respectively. This yields (for q ≥ 2)
In the "b-sum" we set k = i + j. Note that then 0 ≤ k ≤ 2q and from In the "b-sum" we set k = i + j. Note that then 0 ≤ k ≤ 2q and from 0 ≤ i = k − j ≤ q we additionally have k − q ≤ j ≤ k. So It remains to bound R and its derivatives. We have
By construction R is (exponentially) small and can be bounded by a constant at the boundary. Furthermore, since Lu = f = Lu # on I, we get from the known bounds for the derivatives of from which we inductively get R (k) ≤ Cε −k . Summarizing we found out that
Remark B.2
If we could/would prove a convenient a priori estimate for problems whose right hand sides can depend on ε as in (B.6), the regularity assumptions b ∈ C q,1 and c ∈ C q−1,1 may also could suffice when layers of width O( √ ε log 1/ √ ε) are present. ♣
